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Proceedings of the Twentieth National Oil Spill Disaster Contingency Plan (NOS-DCP)

and Preparedness Meeting held at Goa on 09 April 2015

1. The Twentieth National Oil Spill Disaster Contingency Plan (NOSDCP) and Preparedness

meeting was held at The International Centre Goa, Dr. E Borges Road, Dona Paula, Goa on

09 April 2015. Vice Admiral HCS Bisht, AVSM, Director General, Indian Coast Guard, chaired

the meeting. The meeting witnessed an active participation from various government departments,

ports and oil companies. 88 representatives from 46 organizations attended the meeting.

2. In his inaugural address, the Chairman welcomed the delegates from various Ministries,

Departments of the Central and State Government, Regional Commanders of Indian Coast Guard,

members from major ports and oil handling agencies. The Chairman recalled the spillage from

tanker Southern Star 7, consequent to its collision with an empty tanker in the Sela River,

Bangladesh in December 2014 and said that it was a reminder of the fragility of Sunderbans and

similar eco-sensitive areas in our waters, following any oil spill. The Chairman dwelled over

the initiatives by the Coast Guard since the last meeting in May 2014 towards enhancing the

national oil spill response preparedness such as exemption from the application of SEZ rules

for vessels responding to oil spill emergencies or participating in oil spill response exercises.

The text of the Chairman’s inaugural address is placed at Annexure ‘A’.

3. The inaugural address was followed by a release ceremony in which the Chairman

released the comprehensively revised NOS-DCP 2015 edition in presence of Director, INCOIS,

Hyderabad and Director, NCSCM, Chennai and the Director, INCOIS released the operational

version of Online Oil Spill Advisory (OOSA) system. Dr. TM Balakrishnan Nair, Scientist ‘F’ &

Head-ISG briefed the participants on OOSA and the associated activities of INCOIS. A handout

of the presentation is placed at Annexure ‘B’.
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4. Comdt (JG) Deepak Yadav, Dy Director (FE) presented an overview of NOSDCP

activities since the last meeting in May 2014. A handout of the presentation is placed at

Annexure ‘C’

5. Dr. R Ramesh, Director, NCSCM made a presentation on “Coastal Zone Mapping”. The

presentation highlighted the various projects of NCSCM. A handout of the presentation is placed

at Annexure ‘D’.

6. DIG AA Hebbar, TM, Director (FE), CGHQ made a presentation on “Fisheries dimension

of oil spill”. The presentation highlighted the socio-economic impact of oil spills on fisheries and

the imperatives for preparedness. A handout of the presentation is placed at Annexure ‘E’.

7. The important issues discussed and deliberated upon during the NOSDCP meeting are

tier-I facilities at MbPT, preparation of local contingency plan, surveillance system by ports against

illegal discharge, tier-1 response time in offshore fields, subsea well intervention system and

subsea OSD system, shoreline response trailer in coastal states as a part of actionable agenda

of previous meetings followed by need for tier-1 facilities at ports and oil agencies when

commencing operations, integrated legal systems for oil pollution response, sharing of oil spill

response experience, environment sensitivity mapping in contingency plan, oil spill crisis

management group in coastal States, spill tracker buoys, approval procedure for application of

oil spill dispersant and utilization of oil pollution cess under new agenda. The discussions and

decision on actionable points of previous meetings and new agenda points are placed at

Annexure ‘F’ and Annexure ‘G’ respectively.

8. In his concluding address, the Chairman appreciated the ongoing efforts by all agencies

and requested the members to take further necessary action on points deliberated during the

meeting, in a timely manner. He also emphasized that agencies and stakeholders can meet

periodically for sharing concerns on pollution preparedness. In conclusion, the Chairman reiterated

that cooperation and coordination amongst all stakeholders is vital to make the seas pollution

free.  The text of the Chairman’s concluding address is placed at Annexure ‘H’.

9. A summary of actionable points is placed at Annexure ‘J’.  The programme of the meeting

and the list of delegates attended the meeting are placed at Annexure ‘K’ and Annexure ‘L’

respectively.

10. This is for information and necessary action.
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Dy Inspector General
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Annexure ‘A’

(Refers to para 2)

INAUGURAL ADDRESS BY THE DGICG

Special invitees Dr. SSC Shenoi, Director, INCOIS, Dr. R Ramesh, Director, National Centre for

Sustainable Coastal Zone Management, Regional Commanders of the Indian Coast Guard,

representatives of various ministries and departments of the central and state governments,

members representing ports and oil handling agencies, members representing other

stakeholders, and distinguished participants,

Good morning and a very warm welcome to the 20th NOSDCP and Preparedness meeting here

at Goa. Before I proceed further, I would like to mention that it is indeed a humbling experience

for me to chair my first meeting of the NOSDCP.

1. The spillage from tanker Southern Star 7, consequent to its collision with an empty tanker

in the Sela River, Bangladesh in December 2014 was a reminder of the fragility of Sunderbans

and similar eco-sensitive areas in our waters following any oil spill. Fortunately for all of us, apart

from a threat of spill at Bombay High and a minor spill hinterland, there has been no major oil spill

in our waters. I nevertheless appreciate all the good work being put in by everyone to gear up for

oil spill contingencies. I also appreciate your participation in this important forum. As we are all

aware, the objective of this annual meeting is to review our preparedness and response

capabilities, with the common aim to prepare ourselves to respond to any oil spill contingency in

Indian waters. In the course of the meeting, we shall take stock of our capabilities and limitations

and also review the progress made on the various issues since the last NOS-DCP meeting held

at Chennai on 12 May 14.

2. I took over the reins of this fine service on 01 February this year, and I must admit that the

quantum of work being done by the service is really noteworthy. To briefly state a few key initiatives

since the last NOS-DCP meeting, we have worked tirelessly to come up with a comprehensively

revised National Oil Spill Disaster Contingency Plan that meets international standards. The

national plan was originally promulgated in Jul 96 and thereafter updated on numerous occasions.

The draft revised NOSDCP was released during the 19th NOSDCP meeting at Chennai on

12 May 14 and we are indeed thankful to all the stakeholders for their valuable comments. The



revised NOSDCP reflects current international norms and best practices, key relevant national

regulations and experience gained since its first publication.

3. Alongside our progress on the national plan, INCOIS has scientifically validated its Online

Oil Spill Advisory system. Dr SC Shenoi, Director, INCOIS who is with us here today will agree

that the system places India amongst a select list of countries which have indigenously developed

capabilities for prediction of trajectory of oil spills.

4. Mapping of environmental sensitivities is an integral part of contingency planning and has

been a grey area in the facility level plans. The Indian Coast Guard has incorporated detailed

guidelines on the subject in the revised NOSDCP and also coordinated with National Center for

Sustainable Coastal Management, Chennai to integrate the ESI mapping standards in their

coastal zone GIS mapping project. We shall be hearing more about the niche project in the

presentation by Dr Ramesh who is the Director of the NCSCM.

5. It may be recalled that NATPOLREX-V, the national level pollution response exercise

conducted by the Coast Guard in December 2013 witnessed the first ever participation of Indian

Air Force Hercules C 130-J. The utilization of IAF C-130J aircraft for deployment of Aerial

Dispersant Spray System has since been integrated into the national plan. The Coast Guard is

working closely with Lockheed Martin, the aircraft manufacturers and the equipment manufacturers

for progressing the case for acquisition of the equipment and its certification which will significantly

strengthen our national response capability.

6. In the 17th NOSDCP meeting in May 2012, it was brought out that harbour craft operating

in SEZ ports are prohibited by Rule 34 of the SEZ Rules, 2006 from leaving the SEZ, thereby

inhibiting their response oil pollution contingencies in such ports. The Coast Guard pursued the

case with the Ministry of Commerce and Industry and harbour craft are now exempted from the

application of the SEZ Rules when required to respond to oil spill emergencies under the direction

of Coast Guard as per the National Plan and also when they are participating in scheduled oil

spill response exercises under the directions of the Coast Guard.

7. Distinguished delegates would be aware that consequent to m.v. MSC Chitra oil spill in

Mumbai in 2011, the Indian Coast Guard had submitted a proposal to mandate pre-contractual

arrangements by all ships entering Indian ports with OSRO. The approach paper was circulated

by the Ministry of Defence and valuable comments were received from various Ministries and

4
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Departments. The approach paper with suggestions duly incorporated is now awaiting

consideration of the Cabinet Secretariat.

8. We have not only been working on national initiatives but also at the international level,

such as facilitating the regional oil spill contingency plan under the auspices of the South Asia

Cooperative Environment Program of the United Nations and development of national plans for

Maldives and Sri Lanka.

9. Perhaps, all of us will agree on the fact that even the best of equipment would be in vain if

we do not maintain adequately trained and motivated manpower to respond to contingencies

and regularly rehearse our response procedures. In fact, we have been witnessing a growing

interest and participation of the industry stakeholders in our IMO OPRC level 1 and level 2 training

programs. Since the last NOSDCP meeting, the Indian Coast Guard has trained 148 personnel

of various stakeholders in IMO level I course, apart from 63 personnel in IMO level II course. I

would request all stakeholders to appoint adequate numbers of trained personnel to respond to

oil spill contingencies.

10. Distinguished participants would be aware that the Coast Guard has instituted numerous

measures, through issuance of Chairman NOSDCP Circulars, to enhance the preparedness for

oil spills. These include the requirement of installing radar oil spill detection system at sea ports

and oil handling facilities, requirement of pre-booming of tankers at alongside berths and SPMs,

or equivalent arrangements and measures for prevention and control of oil pollution from FPSOs

and FSUs operating in Indian EEZ. However, compliance has been far from satisfactory and I

would urge all stakeholders to take urgent steps for fulfillment of the requirements set out these

Circulars.

11. Local Contingency Plan of the coastal States for responding to oiling of their shorelines is

another area meriting consideration. While the plans are in various stages of drafting and

approval, they would be futile without identification of risk, allocation of adequate numbers of

trained personnel, and response equipment and resources. I would, therefore, urge the coastal

States to pursue their crisis management plans for shoreline response in all earnest.

12. Before I conclude my address, I must also mention that the action taken report and agenda

proposals that we have received indicates the keen interest and active participation of all

stakeholders. I have also taken note of the suggestion that stakeholders may be given more time



to present their views and directed that a consultation meeting may be held with stakeholders

after the table-top exercise during the forthcoming NATPOLREX.

13. Needless for me to say that, in spite of the numerous hurdles and hindrances, we have

pulled together quite appreciably thus far. Nevertheless, I would like to emphasize that it is important

for persons in charge of ports and oil installations to put in place necessary preventive measures

and maintain adequate preparedness for any oil spill contingency which is only possible, if everyone

works together towards this common goal.

14. I wish to reiterate that the aim for the conduct of this NOSDCP meeting is to review our

preparedness for oil spill contingencies and work towards its enhancement. With these opening

remarks I look forward to successful deliberations in the meeting.

Jai hind

‘VAYAM RAKSHAM’
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Annexure 'B'

(Refers to para 3)

PRESENTATION BY DR. TM BALAKRISHNAN NAIR, HEAD-ISG, INCOIS
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NOS-DCP OVERVIEW BY COMDT (JG) DEEPAK YADAV, DY DIRECTOR (FE)

Annexure 'C'

(Refers to para 4)
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Annexure 'D'

(Refers to para 5)

PRESENTATION BY DR. R RAMESH, DIRECTOR, NCSCM
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Annexure 'E'

(Refers to para 7)

PRESENTATION BY DIG AA HEBBAR, TM, DIRECTOR (ENVIRONMENT)
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Annexure ‘F’

(Refers to para 7)

DISCUSSION AND DECISION ON ACTIONABLE POINTS OF PREVIOUS MEETINGS

1. Tier-1 facilities at Mumbai Port Trust

MbPT and other stake holders to establish Tier-1 pollution response facilities at Mumbai at the

earliest. RHQ (West) to monitor the progress.

Deliberations

The representative of Mumbai Port Trust intimated that Mumbai Port Trust has contracted

M/s Sadhav Shipping Ltd, Mumbai w.e.f. 22 Oct 2014 for providing tier-1 oil spill response

facilities & services in Mumbai/JNPT harbour for five years, and preparation of oil spill contingency

plan. The plan has been submitted to Indian Coast Guard for vetting. 1000m boom out of

2200m is already positioned. New recovery and storage equipment are likely to be positioned

by 10 May 2015. Shipment of 500m boom from Denmark is in progress. Mumbai port will be

fully tier-1 equipped by end of May 2015.

Decision

RHQ(West) to monitor the progress. Point to be closed.

Action by: MbPT

2. Preparation of Local Contingency Plan

Coastal States/Union Territories to progress Local Contingency Plan for early promulgation.

Regional Commanders to monitor progress.

Deliberations

Director (FE) presented the detailed status and the efforts at hand to progress the Local

Contingency Plan (LCP) as described below.

Gujarat  Model LCP handed over to Principal Secretary, Ministry of Environment & Forests on

07 Jun 11. DO letter by Coast Guard to Add’l Chief Secretary, Ministry of Environment & Forests
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on 24 Jul 14 followed by meeting on 08 Oct 14. Meeting with all concerned convened by Add’l

Chief Secretary on 25 Nov 14; presentation delivered by Coast Guard on provisions of revised

draft NOSDCP.

Daman  Request received at Coast Guard Headquarters on 31 Jul 13 for advise on preparing

the LCP. Daman administration was appraised on the source of the model plan and advised to

seek further assistance of Coast Guard Regional Headquarters at Gandhinagar.

Maharashtra  The state government has prepared a draft plan and Coast Guard has given its

suggestions on the draft plan to the Maharashtra Pollution Control Board in Jul 2013. LCP is

pending for approval with the state government and likely to be finalized during 2015.

Goa  Coast Guard has given its suggestions on the draft plan to Goa State Pollution Control

Board on 13 Feb15. Government of Goa is actively progressing finalization.

Karnataka  Vetting comments given by Coast Guard in October 2012. No response received

from Karnataka State Pollution Board thereafter. Last reminder by Coast Guard on  17 Feb 15.

Kerala  Three rounds of vetting comments in Sep 2012, May 2013 and 24 Nov 14. Plan being

progressed with Kerala State Pollution Control Board.

Lakshadweep  Coast Guard has given its suggestions on draft plan to Local Administration in

Feb 15.

Tamil Nadu  Final plan is expected from the Government of Tamil Nadu by Jun 15.

Puducherry  Draft plan was vetted by the District Collector in Mar 14 and Administration is

being pursued for finalization.

Andhra Pradesh  No progress yet and hampered by bifurcation of State. The Chief Secretary

was  appraised of urgency in a meeting by Coast Guard Regional Commander on 21 Aug 14.

Odisha  Focused meeting by Coast Guard with Chief Secretary on 02 Jul 14. Director Ports and

IWT, Govt. of Odisha approached for status and brought out three issues in Mar 15 viz., shortage

of manpower in the department, funds for risk assessment not catered in FY 2014-15, will be

projected for 2015-16 budget and, Odisha State Coastal Zone Management authority unwilling

to share data.
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West Bengal   Focused meeting with Chief Environment Officer, Department of Environment on

16 Sep 14; Principal Secretary, Dept. of Environment has intimated on 23 Feb 15 that drafting

of LCP is in final stage and will be submitted shortly.

A&N   Six of ten chapters have reportedly been drafted and work is in progress.

The representative of Gujarat Maritime Board intimated that they have spent 1.4 crore rupees on

the preparation of the plan for Gujarat and the plan was pending for approval of Coast Guard

Region (North-west). The Commander, Coast Guard Region (North-west) intimated that amongst

other major shortcomings of the draft plan, the equipment identified in the plan and its proposed

location was grossly inadequate to mitigate the envisaged risk and that the shortcomings were

already communicated to the Gujarat Pollution Control Board. Thereafter, it was agreed that a

fresh draft would be submitted for consideration by the Coast Guard.

The representative of Odisha Pollution Control Board requested for a copy of sample contingency

plan and sought assistance in the planning. The representative when assured of all possible

assistance from the local Coast Guard authorities committed that a meeting will be convened at

Paradip by May 2015 to progress with the drafting.

The representative of Andhra Pradesh Pollution Control Board intimated that NIO, Goa has been

approached for assistance and that the responsibility for preparation of the plan vests with the

Department of Infrastructure and further directives were being issued by the Chief Secretary. A

meeting was planned to be convened by end May 2015 to review the progress.

The representative of NIO, Goa intimated that NIO has been receiving requests from coastal

states for preparation of LCP and proposed that the LCP include the facility contingency plan of

all ports and oil agencies in the respective coastal state. D (FE) agreed that LCP would be

incomplete without a reference to the risk and ESI mapping in the relevant facility contingency

plans.

Decision

Coastal States/ Union Territories to progress Local Contingency Plan for early promulgation.

COMCGs may continue to render guidance and support to the State Governments.

Action by: All Coastal States/UTs
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3. Surveillance system by ports against illegal discharge

CGHQ to seek details of Chennai Port radar oil spill detection system and disseminate to all

concerned stakeholders. MoS will issue suitable directives requiring all major ports to be equipped

with radar oil spill detection capabilities in a time bound manner. MoS will issue suitable directives

requiring DGLL to install oil spill detection capabilities in the Gulf of Khambat VTMS radars.

Ports and Oil agencies to establish oil spill detection capabilities. MoS and MoPNG to monitor

progress.

Deliberations

D(FE) intimated that the details of the proposed radar oil spill detection system for Chennai were

found to be proprietary in nature and, therefore, could not be disseminated. D(FE) further added

that KoPT has installed oil spill detection radar in Nov 14 at Haldia, Sagar, Frazerganj and

Dadanpatra which has a range of two nautical miles.

Representative of Chennai Port intimated that quotations have been obtained and additional

software module is being considered for installation in the existing VTMS radar.

Representative of DGLL intimated that nine radars are operating in the GoK for monitoring vessel

traffic. Oil spill detection capability can be integrated in the existing radars on directives from

Ministry of Shipping.

ED HSE ONGC intimated that ONGC is in the process of concluding a MoU shortly with Indian

National Centre for Ocean Information Services (INCOIS), Hyderabad for oil spill detection

capability in their MSVs and OSVs. The representative of INCOIS suggested that their participation

may be solicited by ports and oil agencies during technical discussions with any OEM to facilitate

smooth integration of all detection capabilities.

COMCG (E) suggested that both, major and non-major ports should be equipped with radar oil

spill detection capabilities.

There were apprehensions that the effective detection range of two nautical miles may not serve

any purpose. DDG (Ops & CS) recalled the oil pollution incident at Sikka and Sarmat, which

affected more that 10,000 square meters of mangroves had occurred on account of undetected

spills within port limits and engaged response efforts for over a month in 2013. Similarly, spills

from oil installations in Bombay High detected by Coast Guard Dornier aircraft on routine
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surveillance were not reported by any oil agency. Radar detection capability would assist in

curbing such illegal and unreported discharges.

Decision

ONGC may progress case with INCOIS for radar detection capabilities on its installations in

Bombay High and onboard its MSVs and OSVs. Ports and oil agencies may include INCOIS

during technical discussions with any OEM to facilitate smooth integration of all detection

capabilities. MoS and MoPNG may issue suitable directives for installation of radar detection

capabilities at ports and offshore installations respectively. CGHQ to monitor progress.

Action by: Ports/Oil Agencies

4. Tier-1 response time on offshore in offshore fields

Oil handling agencies are to suitably position resources at offshore oil installations so as to

ensure timely Tier-1 response. Oil Industry Safety Directorate (OISD) is to issue suitable directives.

Deliberations

The representative of OISD requested clarification on the tier-1 response time for offshore facilities.

ED HSE ONGC stated that some of their tier-1 equipment are deployed in five Multi Support

Vessels in Western Offshore and added that since their area of operations spans about 15,000

square kilometer ONGC had suggested six hours as maximum response being time required to

mobilize the vessels to the site of spill if deployed elsewhere.

D(FE) stated that as per the International Petroleum Industry Guide, tier-1capability constitutes

on-site equipment which is suitably located, with arrangements in place for rapid and effective

mobilization. NOSDCP 2015 also defines tier-1 as preparedness and immediate response to a

spill within the capabilities of an offshore facility operator, or port authority. The key point in both,

the national plan and international understanding of tier-1 preparedness is that the equipment

shall be so positioned as to be immediately deployed at the site. However, it is observed that

contrary to the national plan guidance, several oil exploration and production companies maintain

their tier-1 oil spill response inventory on-shore, in cases, at considerable distance from the

installation.
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DGICG and Chairman NOSDCP suggested that maintaining the tier-1 inventory away

from the offshore installation defeats its very purpose of first response equipment. OISD

must, therefore, urgently prevail upon the operators/ owners of the offshore oil installations to

maintain their tier-1 oil spill response equipment at or in the vicinity of the offshore facility for

timely response.

Decision

MoPNG may issue directives for suitable positioning of tier-1 facilities for timely response at

offshore installations.

Action by: OISD/Oil Agencies

5. Operation of vessels beyond SEZ

D(FE) to pursue case for exemption of crew competence requirements with DG Shipping. RHQ

(North-West) to obtain insurance documents of port tugs from M/s Adani Ports and forward to

CGHQ. D (FE) to examine clauses.

Deliberations

D(FE) intimated that CGHQ pursued the case with the Ministry of Commerce and Industry. The

harbour craft are exempted from the application of the SEZ Rules whenever they are required to

respond to oil spill emergencies under the direction of Coast Guard as per the NOS-DCP and

when the vessels are required to participate in scheduled oil spill response exercise under the

directions of Coast Guard as per NOSDCP vide Ministry of Commerce and Industry, SEZ Division

note No. D.12/16/2014-SEZ dated 08 Sep 2014.

The representative of Adani Port, however, brought out that contrary to the orders of the Ministry

of Commerce and Industry, SEZ Division, the letter received from the local customs authorities

required prior customs clearances for deploying vessels and equipment for oil spill response

operations and exercises.

DGICG and Chairman NOSDCP advised that the relevant correspondence may be forwarded

to Coast Guard for seeking clarification from the Ministry of Commerce & Industry.
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Decision

CGHQ to take up the case with Ministry of Commerce and Industry, SEZ Division for issuance of

clarification. Point to be closed.

Action by: CGHQ

6. Subsea well intervention system and subsea OSD system

ONGC to forward a detailed report on subsea well intervention systems and subsea dispersant

application systems for offshore installations in Indian waters. D (FE) to examine report and

convene a meeting of all concerned to discuss modalities for its incorporation in the facility

contingency plan.

Deliberations

D(FE) intimated that while CGHQ was not in receipt of any detailed report, a letter received from

ONGC in March 2015 indicated ONGC had deliberated the issue in-house and decided that

every blowout is different and capping operation differs from case to case, therefore capping

equipment cannot be kept ready in advance. Further, the capping stack and attached equipment

offered by OSRL is required to be returned with requisite payment and is being provided without

any services or lowering equipment. ONGC already has a contract with M/s Boots and Coots,

U.S.A and is also holding an additional sub-sea stack at Mumbai, which can be modified for a

particular blow out situation as and when the need arises. ONGC could also invoke its participant

membership of M/s OSRL for Tier-3 services on chargeable basis.

DDG (Ops &CS) recalled the G1-9 gas leak in Sep 2012 which took more than two months for

capping and also the recent threat of blow-out in rig Sagar Uday in Bombay High and underscored

the importance of establishing a proven system for well-capping.

Decision

Establishment of a well capping device and identification of supporting infrastructure/ services is

a national imperative. MoPNG and OISD may suitably pursue the matter with participation of the

Coast Guard.

Action by: ONGC/ OISD
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7. Shoreline response trailer

Coastal States may initiate steps to establish shoreline response inventory mounted on a

trailer for ease of mobilization. Coast Guard Regional Commanders may facilitate the

process and also write a DO letter to appraise the appropriate authority in the Coastal State/

Union Territory.

Deliberations

D(FE) brought out that the status received from the Coast Guard Regional Commander’s

indicated that though the matter has been taken with all the state authorities and also actively

pursued, response of the stakeholders has not been very encouraging.

Govt. of Puducherry had communicated to the Coast Guard that it could fund the

equipment required for shoreline cleanup which may be purchased and maintained by the Coast

Guard on the grounds that it does not have adequate infrastructure and manpower for the purpose.

Govt. of Puducherry was, however, requested to arrange for the equipment being

state responsibility and advised that Coast Guard shall assist in finalization of equipment, if so

needed.

The representative of the Government of West Bengal cited numerous constraints.

Firstly, deployment of boom is not possible on the West Bengal coast due to high waves.

Secondly, presence of sensitive area prohibited the use of OSD in case of oil spill.

Thirdly, presence of wild animals threatened safety of life in the event mangroves require

clean-up.

DDG (Ops & CS) cited the example of financial incentive provided by M/s Padma Oil in

Bangladesh which motivated the locals to recover oil and oily water from the difficult Sunderbans

and turn-in to the oil company.

D(FE) clarified that the trailer-based inventory in the NOSDCP is recommendatory in nature and

has the coastal states would be required to identify specific equipment based on the risk

assessment and options available for responding to the shoreline at risk in the event of an oil

pollution incident. He added that a contingency plan which does not identify trained responders

and response equipment would serve no purpose.



Decision

Coastal States may pursue provision of trailer mounted inventory for shoreline response to oil

spills as part of their local contingency plan. Point may be linked up with Local Contingency Plan

of coastal states being progressed under actionable agenda and closed as separate point.

Action by: All Coastal States
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Annexure ‘G’

(Refers to para 7)

DISCUSSION AND DECISION ON NEW AGENDA POINTS

1. Need for tier-1 facilities at ports and oil agencies when commencing operations

Some non-major ports are carrying out operations without having any pollution response

equipment, even long after commissioning of the port. Some of the ports have stocked up the

equipment but it has not been assembled or practiced. It is recommended that a mechanism

may be established to ensure that a new port or terminal commences operation only after its

tier-1 facility is duly verified.

Deliberations

The Chief of Staff, Coast Guard Region (West) mentioned about mushrooming of new non-

major ports with either nil, or inadequate oil spill response inventory. The representative of

Ministry of Shipping intimated that MoS has launched a scheme for 26 non-major ports

under which funds would be allocated for oil spill response inventory and that MoS has issued

guidelines for tier-1 facility to all ports. Commander, Coast Guard Region (East) suggested

that verification of tier-1 inventory should be a part of the sanction process for the port.

DDG (Ops & CS) recommended that CGHQ could pursue the matter with concerned ministries.

Decision

The Ministry of Shipping or, the State Government as appropriate may provide to the Coast

Guard, and update from time to time, the list of port facilities required to maintain a facility oil spill

contingency plan. D(FE) to take up matter with concerned authorities for institutionalizing suitable

mechanism to ensure that a new port or terminal commences operation only after its tier-I facility

is duly verified. Point may be closed.

Action by: MoS, CGHQ

2. Integrated legal systems for oil pollution response

The marine environment management mechanism along different coastal state involves multiple

agencies and hence multiple legislations/ regulations. Further, NOS-DCP also lacks statutory
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status unlike an enacted Act. It is, therefore, proposed that a Marine Environment Regulation Act

empowered to address civil liability with a provision of oil liability trust fund in line with Oil Pollution

Act (OPA) of 1990 and Clean Water Act (CWA) passed by US Congress for providing necessary

status to the National Contingency Plan and Oil Liability Trust Fund may be articulated for

necessary enactment by Government of India.

Deliberations

The Officer-in-Charge, Pollution Response Team (East) opined that there are too many regulations

and multiple authorities for environment protection. There is a need to properly regulate the entire

gamut of activities related to oil pollution preparedness and response. There also exists a long-

standing need for the National Oil Spill Disaster Contingency Plan to have the backing of law so

as to enable its enforcement. Hence, an umbrella legislation covering all aspects should be

enacted.

Decision

D(FE) may study the gap in legislation and initiate necessary action. Point to be closed.

Action by:  CGHQ

3. Sharing of oil spill response experience

Sharing of experience on oil spill incidents /case studies for the benefit of all.

Deliberations

DGICG stated that the sharing of experiences related to readiness for oil spill response will be

beneficial to all and invited participants to share related experience. The representative from

Hindustan Oil Exploration Corporation, Chennai sharing his experience with the attendees informed

that rodents had damaged oil spill response equipment aboard one of his company’s vessels

and the company had to spend a substantial amount to get it repaired. The incident highlights the

importance of proper maintenance of equipment.

DDG (Ops & CS) stated that Coast Guard shares case studies on oil spill response in the biannual

marine environment protection newsletter, Blue Waters. Stakeholders are welcome to contribute

articles on their experience relating to oil spill response which could then be disseminated through
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the Coast Guard newsletter. This is besides covering the case studies being covered in the

presentation made during the NOSDCP meeting.

Decision

D(FE) to invite contributions from stakeholders for the Blue Waters newsletter. Point to be

closed.

Action by: CGHQ

4. Environment sensitivity mapping in contingency plan

With a view to standardize the sensitivity mapping, it is advised that all ports and oil agencies

may conduct the Environmental Sensitive Index (ESI) mapping as per the comprehensive

guidelines included in the revised NOSDCP.

Deliberations

Elaborating the agenda point, D(FE) stated that to standardize the environmental sensitivity

mapping in contingency plans, guidelines for environmental sensitivity mapping have

been published by Indian Coast Guard as Annexure E3 to NOSDCP 2015. The guidelines

include ESI shoreline classification, biological resources to be included on maps,

commonly mapped human-use resources, general guidelines for mapping biological resources,

biological resources form, seasonality/life history form, human use feature types and

codes, human-use resources form, colour scheme used for representing the shoreline

habitat ranking and sensitive biological resources on maps, ESI symbols representing sensitive

biological resources,  symbols of seasonal sensitivity and symbols represent human-use

features etc.

The Director, National Centre for Sustainable Coastal Zone Management (NCSCM) informed

that ESI mapping is mainly required in the CRZ. Eleven major ecosystems are being mapped in

GIS. Further, NCSCM is willing to work together with the Coast Guard for the common goal. He

also added that once released for public by NCSCM, it will be possible for stakeholders to

procure standard scale maps for ESI mapping in their contingency plan.

The representative of INCOIS suggested that integrating the environment sensitivity mapping in
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the software developed by the INCOIS will alert the user by mail on the details of area to be

protected in case of oil spill.

The representative of HPCL asked whether the ESI mapping is required to be done independently,

or combined with other agencies and state government.

D(FE) replied that every holder of facility contingency plan is required to undertake an ESI mapping

individually covering the entire area at risk in the worst case scenario and incorporate the ESI

map in the facility contingency plan.

Decision

Guidelines on ESI mapping in the NOSDCP may be complied with. GIS maps produced by

NCSCM may be used for the purposes of ESI mapping. Point to be closed.

Action by: All ports/ oil agencies/ coastal states

5. Oil spill crisis management group in coastal states

It is recommended that the coastal states indicate the composition of the various crisis

management groups as well as the local action group and local action group support team as

recommended in the NOSDCP as part of the process of drawing up their local contingency plan

for oil spills.

Deliberations

D(FE) stated that NOS-DCP 2015 describes the emergency management structure for oil spill.

To undertake shoreline response in the event of a major oil pollution incident, every coastal state

is expected to form a Local Action Group comprising one Planning Coordinator, Operations and

Technical Coordinator, Logistics and Administration Coordinator and five Response Team Leaders

except Goa, Puducherry, Daman and Diu, Lakshadweep and Minicoy, and Andaman and Nicobar

which will nominate one response team leader instead of five. Further, a Support Team of

Environmental Advisers, Finance & Administration Officer, Wildlife Officer, equipment operator

for offshore containment/ recovery, vessel-based dispersant spraying, inshore containment/

recovery, engine driver and laskar, shoreline assessment and shoreline cleanup is also required

to be established at coastal states to support the local action group.
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Decision

Coastal States may initiate necessary steps to form the Local Action Group and Local Action

Group Support Team for shoreline response to oil spills as per the NOSDCP. Point may be

linked up with Local Contingency Plan of coastal states being progressed under actionable

agenda and closed as separate point.

Action by: All coastal states

6. Spill tracker buoys

INCOIS, Hyderabad has tendered oil spill tracking buoys. It is proposed to deploy the tracker

buoys during national oil spill response exercise and also position them at a suitable Coast

Guard base to assist response to any oil spill.

Deliberations

The representative of INCOIS intimated that they have ordered eight oil spill tracker buoys. These

buoys, when deployed, drift with the oil spill and yield the trajectory of movement of the spill. The

buoys are, however, fitted with Iridium equipment, usage of which is banned in India. INCOIS is in

the process of replacing the Iridium equipment with Argos/ HF equipment.

Decision

D (FE) may liaise with INCOIS to deploy the spill tracker buoys during National oil Spill Response

Exercise and take necessary action for positioning one buoy at a suitable Coast Guard air base.

Point to be closed.

Action by: INCOIS/ CGHQ

7. Approval for application of oil spill dispersant

Oil spill dispersants for use in Indian waters are being tested for efficiency and toxicity and

approved by National Institute of Oceanography, Goa. MoEF & CC is in the process of

promulgation of the no-OSD use areas in Indian Waters. As per the policy for use of OSD, CG

approval is required prior application of dispersant in the event of an oil spill. The approval would

depend upon the quantity of spilled oil, metrological condition and eco-sensitive areas nearby
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the expertise of the Coast Guard. It is, therefore, proposed that NIO, Goa may be designated as

the authority for approving application of oil spill dispersant in the event of an oil spill.

Deliberations

The representative of NIO, Goa intimated that identification of environmentally sensitive areas

will be helpful in OSD application. Incorporation of ESI mapping will speed up the procedure.

Prior approval may also be considered.

DDG (Ops &CS) opined that the proposal for designating NIO as the authority for approving

application of oil spill dispersant consequent to an oil spill requires further deliberation.

Decision

A meeting may be convened with participation of MoEF & CC, NIO and other concerned

authorities to decide on the approval procedure for application of OSD.

Action by: CGHQ

8. Utilization of Oil Pollution Cess

The money being collected as Oil Pollution Cess should be used to create common oil spill

response equipment inventory and stationed at strategic locations for use in large oil spills.

Deliberations

The representative of MoS stated that collection of cess is not fool-proof. 50 paise is being

collected per ton and about 90 lakh rupees was collected in 2014. 90% of the cess is submitted

to the MoS and 10% is retained by the port as service charges. A new head is being created

under which the cess collected will accrue. The representative of MoS, however, stated that

ports and oil agencies should continue to individually maintain tier-I oil spill response inventory

as required by the NOSDCP for optimum response.

Decision

Action is already at hand by MoS. Point to be closed.

Action by: MoS
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CONCLUDING ADDRESS BY THE DGICG AT THE 20TH NOS-DCP AND

PREPAREDNESS MEETING AT GOA ON 09 APR 2015

Good Afternoon Ladies and Gentlemen,

1. We have come to the concluding part of the 20th NOSDCP and Preparedness meeting

after a fruitful discussion of the agenda points. I am happy to see the active participation of all the

agencies during this NOS-DCP meeting. Surely, you all will agree that sincere efforts are being

taken by various agencies in their respective entities to enhance their response preparedness.

Evidently, the aim of the annual NOS-DCP meeting is being achieved to a large extent, however,

more needs to be done. Many valuable suggestions have come forth to further enhance our oil

spill response preparedness. As the Central Coordinating Agency for combating major incidents

of oil pollution in Indian waters, the Coast Guard strives to continuously enhance its pollution

response preparedness at all levels.

2. Two significant milestones were set in today’s meeting with the release of the Online Oil

Spill Advisory system developed by INCOIS and the release of the revised NOSDCP which is

indeed the first comprehensive revision of the NOS-DCP since it was first promulgated in 1996.

However, we can hardly afford to rest on our laurels.

3. The risk of oil pollution is only set to increase with newer ports and SPMs, increased port

calls by ships at existing ports and ageing of oil pipelines. The recent incidents at Sunderbans

(Bangladesh) creek and Bombay High have underscored our vulnerabilities and the imperative

of enhanced vigil through constant monitoring and adequate preventive measures and the

importance of training and planning for response to such contingencies.

4. It is my strong belief that we stand to gain and enrich our collective knowledge and

experiences through our continuing engagements in the form of meetings, joint exercises and

other forums to emerge better prepared to tackle any issues relating to oil pollution response.

Before I conclude, I would earnestly request all the concerned agencies to expedite issues that

are long pending and seek all necessary assistance from the Coast Guard where necessary.

Annexure ‘H’

(Refers to para 8)



5. Finally, I would like thank the Commander, Coast Guard Western Seaboard and

COMDIS-11 for the excellent arrangements for the smooth conduct of this meeting. I would

also like to thank all the members who attended the meeting today and actively contributed to

the debates and discussions with fervent enthusiasm.

6. Last, but not the least, I would request all the agencies to prepare adequately for the

forthcoming monsoon season to respond to any eventuality of marine oil spill.

Thank you. Jai Hind.
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Annexure ‘J’

(Refers to para 9)

ACTIONABLE POINTS OF 20th NOS-DCP AND PREPAREDNESS MEETING

1. Coastal States/ Union Territories to progress Local Contingency Plan for early promulgation

and initiate necessary steps to form the Local Action Group and Local Action Group Support

Team for shoreline response to oil spills as per the NOSDCP. As a part of the Local Contingency,

Coastal States may also pursue provision of trailer mounted inventory for shoreline response to

oil spills. COMCGs may continue to render guidance and support to the State Governments.

All Coastal States/UTs

2. ONGC may progress case with INCOIS for radar detection capabilities on its installations

in Bombay High and onboard its MSVs and OSVs. Ports and oil agencies may include INCOIS

during technical discussions with any OEM to facilitate smooth integration of all detection

capabilities. MoS and MoPNG may issue suitable directives for installation of radar detection

capabilities at ports and offshore installations respectively. CGHQ to monitor progress.

 Ports/Oil Agencies

3. MoPNG may issue directives for suitable positioning of tier-1 facilities for timely response

at offshore installations.

OISD/Oil Agencies

4. Establishment of a well capping device and identification of supporting infrastructure/

services is a national imperative. MoPNG and OISD may suitably pursue the matter with

participation of the Coast Guard.

OISD

5. The approval procedure for application of OSD may be decided in consultation of

MoEF & CC, NIO and other concerned authorities.

CGHQ



Annexure ‘K’

(Refers to para 9)

PROGRAMME

20th NATIONAL OIL SPILL DISASTER CONTINGENCY PLAN

& PREPAREDNESS MEETING

Date : 09 Apr 2015

Venue : The International Centre Goa, Dr. E Borges Road, Goa

    TIME EVENT

0900 Delegates Arrive & Registration

0930 Chairman Arrives

0932 Inaugural Address by the Chairman, NOSDCP

0940 Release of revised NOSDCP

0942 Release of OOSA software developed by INCOIS and presentation by

Dr. TM Balakrishnan Nair, Scientist ‘F’ & Head-ISG

0950 NOSDCP overview by Deputy Director (FE)

1000 “Coastal Zone Mapping”  Presentation by Dr. R Ramesh, Director,

National Centre for Sustainable Coastal Management, Chennai

1015 “Fisheries Dimension of Oil Spills” Presentation by DIG AA Hebbar,

Director (FE)

1030 Tea Break

1045 Discussion on Actionable Agenda of Previous Meetings

1145 Discussion on New Agenda Points

1245 Closing Address by Chairman, NOSDCP

1250 Lunch

Rig : 8As for Service Officers



Annexure ‘L’

(Refers to para 9)

20th NATIONAL OIL SPILL DISASTER CONTINGENCY PLAN (NOS-DCP)

AND PREPAREDNESS MEETING - 09 APR 15

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

1. Vice Admiral HCS Bisht, AVSM

Director General
Indian Coast Guard
Chairman NOS-DCP

2. IG SP Sharma, PTM, TM

COMCG(East)
Indian Coast Guard

3. IG K Natarajan, PTM, TM

COMCG(A&N)
Indian Coast Guard

4. IG KR Nautiyal, PTM,  TM

DDG(Ops & CS)
Indian Coast Guard

5. IG KS Sheoran, PTM, TM

COMCG(North-West)
Indian Coast Guard

6. DIG AKS Chauhan, TM

Chief Law Officer
Indian Coast Guard

7. DIG KBL Bhatnagar
Chief of Staff, RHQ(West)
Indian Coast Guard

8. DIG MV Baadkar
Commander, DHQ-11
Indian Coast Guard

9. DIG Sanjeev Dewan
Commander, DHQ-7
Indian Coast Guard

10. DIG AA Hebbar, TM

Director (FE)
Indian Coast Guard

12. Comdt SK Singh
Oi/c PRT(East)
Indian Coast Guard

13. Comdt AS Rathore
Oi/c PRT(West)
Indian Coast Guard

13. Dy Comdt Rithin Thampan KV
Oi/c PRT(A&N)
Indian Coast Guard

14. Comdt CD Mahapatra
CGA to DGICG
Indian Coast Guard
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15. Comdt Devansh Trivedi
Oi/C ROC (Gandhinagar)
Indian Coast Guard

16. Comdt Sujeet Dwivedi, TM

Regional FE Officer/RHQ(West)
Indian Coast Guard

17. Comdt(JG) Deepak Yadav
Dy Director (FE)
Indian Coast Guard

18. Mr. DJ Basu
Dy Director (Engg.)
Ministry of Shipping

19. Mr. Irfan Ahmad Khan
Assistant Director(DM)
Disaster Management Division -1
Ministry of Home Affairs

20. Ms Archana Nair
Under Secretary (UNES-II)
(UNES Division)
Ministry of External Affairs

21. Dr. SSC Shenoi
Director
Indian National Centre for
Ocean Information Services,
Hyderabad

22. Dr.  Balakrishnan Nair
Scientist 'F' & Head ISG
Indian National Centre for
Ocean Information Services,
Hyderabad

23. Dr.  R Ramesh
Director
National Centre for Sustainable
Coastal Management, MoEF & CC

24. Mr. SJ Prasad
Scientist ‘B’-ISG
Indian National Centre for Ocean
Information Services, Hyderabad

25. Mr. VS Mishra
Asst Director(Marine)
Directorate of  Logistics Customs &
Central Excise, New Delhi

26. Mr. CP Singh
Director
Director General Lighthouse and
Lightship, Noida

27. Shri PK Jain
Executive Director
Directorate General of Hydrocarbons,
Noida

28. Capt. Harjit S Girn
Director (Plans),
Flag Officer Offshore Defence
Advisory Group, Mumbai

29. Commander  Reji K Krishnan
SO (Ops)
HQGNA, Indian Navy

30. Dr. MT Babu
Principal Technical Officer
National Institute of
Oceanography, Goa
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31. Mr. M Gupta
Additional Director
Oil Industry Safety Directorate,
New Delhi

32. Mr. Hari Kumar
Skipper Mate
Central Exercise & Customs, Goa

33. Capt.  Philip Mathews
Senior Vice President (ISM &ISPS)
Shipping Corporation of India,
Mumbai

34. Mr. Rajesh Sood
Vice President (Tankers)
Shipping Corporation of India,
Mumbai

35. Mr.  Goutam Ghosh
Vice President – HSSE & Exploration
BG Exploration and Production (India)

36. Mr.  Sarang Deshkar
Manager – COT
Bharat Oman Refineries Ltd,
Jamnagar

37. Mr.  K Sakthivetrivel
Manager (OJ/LO)
Chennai Petroleum Corporation Ltd,
Nagapattinam

38. Mr. Abhay Sharma
Sr Manager Offshore Security
Cairn Energy India Pvt Ltd.

39. Capt. Alok Kumar
Head-Marine Operations
Essar (VOTL), Gujarat

40. Mr. RA Mokadam,
Terminal  Manager
Finolex Industries Limited, Ratnagiri

41. Mr.  Satyanarayan  Zanwar
Installation Manager
Hindustan Oil Exploration
Corporation Ltd, Chennai

42. Mr. D Sarveswararao Rao
Senior Manager-Marine,
Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd.
Visakhapatnam

43. Mr. NSR Rajendra
Manager – Operations & Safety
Mangalore Terminal
Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd.

44. Mr. Kuntal Banerjee
Executive Operations Officer
Vasco Terminal
Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd.

45. Mr.  Ranu Ram
Chief Operation Manager
WRPL Vadinar
Indian Oil Corporation Ltd.

46. Mr. SK Nandy
Deputy General Manager (HSE)
Pipelines Division
Indian Oil Corporation Ltd.



47. Mr. V Renganathan
Chief Manager (Operations)
Indian Oil Corporation Ltd,
Mumbai

48. Mr. A Dasgupta
Chief Maintenance Manager
Pipelines Paradip
Indian Oil Corporation Ltd.

49. Mr. Abhimanyu Biradar
Senior Head Assets
Niko Resources Ltd, Hazira

50. Mr. S Satyapal
General Manager (Production)
ONGC, Eastern Offshore,
Kakinada

51. Mr. Jitendra Kumar
Senior Engineer
MRPL, ONGC

52. Mr. MC Das
ED Chief HSE,
ONGC, New Delhi

53. Mr. CK Mishra
ED-COL
ONGC, Mumbai

54. Dr. JS Sharma
General Manager (Chem) – Head
Environment, CHSE,
ONGC, New Delhi

55. Mr. Badal Roy
General Manager (P)
ONGC, New Delhi

56. Mr. R Sitaraman
Deputy General Manager (Chemistry)
ONGC, Institute of Petroleum Safety,
Health & Environment Management,
Goa

57. Capt.  Hemant Kumar Varma
General Manager (Port Operations)
Petronet LNG Limited, Dahej

58. Mr. Sanjiv V Rodi
Manager (F&S) & Dy. PFSO
Ratnagriri Gas Power Plant Ltd

59. Capt. Rakesh Rawat
Reliance Ports & Terminal

60. Mr. Prashant  M Gogate
Vice President
Reliance Industries Ltd,
Jamnagar

61. Capt. Sujeet Alvares
Marine Technical Advisor
Shell India Markets Pvt Ltd.

62. Mr. B Madhusudhana Rao
JCEE, ZO-Visakhapatnam
Andhra Pradesh Pollution
Control Board

63. Mr. Vijay R Ghadge
Senior Environment Engineer
Gujarat Pollution Control Board

64. Mr. GM Gurudeveprakash
Regional Officer
Karnataka State Pollution
Control Board
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65. Mr. Anupam Behera
Senior Environmental Scientist
& Nodal Officer, (ICZMP)
Orissa State Pollution
Control Board

66. Ms. Connie Fernandes
Goa State Pollution
Control Board

67. Mr. Siddhartha Roy, IFS
Senior Environment Officer
Department of Environment,
Govt. of West Bengal

68. Capt. PT Sadanandan
Harbour Master
Chennai Port Trust

69. Mr. Jayant P Raval
Dy Manager (Safety)
Jawaharlal Nehru Port Trust

70. Capt. A Karkare
Harbor Master
Mumbai Port Trust

71. Capt. SS Tripathi
Deputy Conservator
Mormugao Port Trust

72. Capt. Pravin K Singh
Dock Master
New Mangalore Port Trust,
Mangalore

73. Capt. HK Sibal
Deputy Conservator
Kandla Port Trust

74. Mr. R Vijayan
DGM-Marine Services
Adani Port Ltd.

75. Mr. Mithilesh Kumar Sinha
Pilot
Hazira Port Pvt Ltd.

76. Mr. KD Gopinathan
Asst General Manager
MARG Karaikal Port

77. Capt. A Jain
Mundra Port

78. Mr.  Atul Sharma
DGM (Environment)
Gujarat Maritime Board

79. Capt.  J Maneksha
Port Officer
Tamil Nadu Maritime Board

80. Mr.  SM Rai
Director - Technical
Indian National Ships Owners
Association, Mumbai

81. Mr. Satish Patel
Vice President (Drilling)
Gujarat State Petroleum Corporation
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